
TRANSITION WORDS IN WRITING ACTIVITIES

a four-part writing activity designed for intermediate level () learners will also practice essay writing using some of the
â€œbridgeâ€• or transition words they.

See if they can use all the words in one story that makes sense. This video is published with permission from
the Balanced Literacy Diet. As you read, every time you say a transition phrase contained in the story the
students clap once. The telling third person is natural and the situations plausible. They will agree that the
varied transition words are an asset. Have students work together to rewrite the paragraph using transition
words and phrases. If their book is an expository book, hand them a fiction book from the classroom library.
After they have found the page, ask for volunteers to read out loud a paragraph from the designated page. A
helpful way to begin teaching students about transition words: Call attention to ways transition words are used
within your classroom read aloud or the book being used for reading groups. Display a piece of writing on the
board that has the same transition words used throughout. See the research that supports this strategy De la
Paz, S. They provide coherence to a story They can help writers bridge the gap between ideas They provide a
signal to the reader or listener about what is coming next in the writing. Step Up to Writing Post navigation.
For instance, first, second, third is a set that works well in a sequence paragraph. Transition words and phrases
are used in expository writing and narrative writing. Fitzgerald Eds. References 1 Auman M. Teach students to
vary their transition words. Use these models as a way to discuss students' own writing. Read the passage
aloud to the class. Another mentor text suggestion from The Writing Fix uses the text Miss Alaineus and
involves students writing a script for an imaginative Vocabulary Fashion Show. Discuss whether they relate to
time or place, time transitions or place transitions. Expository Writing Activity Start by giving students a list
of transition words to work with. Make copies of each page of the story. Using editing marks, have students
revise their writing using just the right transition words. Share work and compare uses of transition words. If
their line forms any of the sentences "Mom first made the turkey," "Mom made first the turkey" or "Mom
made the turkey, first," they are successful. Instructions Begin by reading the writing sample without transition
words to your class. First of all, also and finally work better in a paragraph giving information, such as a
paragraph describing the habitat of the kangaroo. For homework, ask students to write a short paragraph that
does NOT use transition words. Then, write each of these words on a card: "mom," "made," "the," "turkey"
and "first. Vary and Bury Transitions Paragraphs can become monotonous if the same transition words are
used throughout the essay.


